Abstract:

India is one of the super power countries in the world’s software market for developing the quality software. Almost all worlds’ biggest software development houses have their development houses in India. Some of the states of India have got credit to their account for having the large scale indigenous as well as multination at software development (Business Application) houses. The state of Maharashtra, Mumbai, Pune, Nashik are well known for the software development houses out of this cities Pune region has large software development houses, both Multinational and Indigenous large scale software development houses. To have quality software development, software industries in India need to take lots off efforts. They should use automated Case tools in software development stages, but there are various problems for example (1) Not knowing that number of CASE TOOLS available in the market for all development stages/phases. (2).If some of them know, then they don’t know how to use it and by using such a tool how quality is efficient and productivity of the software can be improved. So it is nessary to know the role of Case tools in the software development. Researcher is concentrating on the use of CASE TOOLS only by the large-scale software (Business Application) development houses in Pune region.